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LAST DANCE?

An urgent effort to save the West’s iconic lesser prairie chicken could
point the way to a truce in other endangered-species battles

A

t first, there’s no sound or motion on the dance floor, just the
far-off howl of a lone coyote and
the rhythmic thump of a distant
oil well. So the scientists wait,
keeping a close watch on a scraggly patch of grassland lit only by
a crescent moon. Spatial ecologist
Tom Lipp, a graduate student at
Bowling Green State University (BGSU) in
Ohio, sets a sound recorder in a clearing.
Avian ecologist Samantha Robinson, who
is doing her graduate work at Kansas State
University (KSU), Manhattan, zips herself
into a snug tent-style blind with a thermos
of coffee and a notebook.
The coffee is cold by the time the first
gobbles ripple through the predawn darkness and the dancers strut in. Soon, nearly
a dozen male lesser prairie chickens are
cackling, stamping, and showing off fluffy
yellow eye combs and the bright red air sacs
that balloon from their necks. They will
spend nearly 2 hours facing off in featherripping squabbles, aiming to attract a mate.
But for the researchers ringing this lek, or
mating ground, on a ranch in northwestern
Kansas, the sometimes comical males aren’t
the main focus. They’re after the drabber females who lurk in the nearby grass, sizing
up the male dancers. The scientists hope to
trap the hens and attach satellite and radio tags, so they can track the birds as they
build nests and raise chicks.
The stakeout is a part of an urgent $5 million effort, stretching across five states and
1300

involving nearly 100 researchers, to learn
more about this relatively mysterious bird
and save it from extinction. Last year, after a severe drought caused populations of
lesser prairie chickens to decline drastically,
U.S. officials declared the bird “threatened”
under the Endangered Species Act, spurring
controversy and intensifying the research
initiative. It’s “a one-of-a-kind effort never
done before at this scale for this bird,” says
KSU avian ecologist Reid Plumb.

Hostile territory

More is at stake than the fate of a single
showy bird, whose home range coincides
with the heartland of American agriculture and the epicenter of an energy boom.
The research effort could help generate
tens of millions of dollars to protect prairie habitats—and determine how lucrative
industries that employ thousands of people
will operate in prairie chicken country. It
will test the scientific, political, and economic feasibility of a controversial Obama
administration plan to give state governments and private landowners a bigger
voice in endangered species management.
And it could provide a valuable template
for resolving a much bigger looming battle
over the fate of another rangeland bird: the
greater sage grouse (see sidebar, p. 1304).
“That’s the scary and exciting part about
doing this work right now,” says ecologist
Andrew Gregory of BGSU. “We’re doing
work that matters [and is] going to feed directly into management recommendations.”

Lesser prairie chickens face multiple threats.
BIOLOGISTS ESTIMATE that as many as
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2 million lesser prairie chickens once lent
crimson to the often beige landscape of
the midwestern and southwestern United
States. But just some 22,000 birds remain
today, occupying about 16% of the species’
historic range. The birds are found in five
states: Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Kansas—which holds an estimated
60% to 70% of the remaining population.
The birds “are facing a tremendous number of threats,” says retired biologist Randy
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contestants will win
80% of matings.
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Estimated numbers

Rodgers, an expert on “lessers” who spent
and the states, the plan requires individugo far enough. “The federal government is
37 years with the Kansas wildlife departals and businesses that damage habitat as
giving responsibility for managing the bird
ment. Lessers can tolerate some human
part of their operations to pay into a fund
to the same industries that are pushing it
disturbance, he says; in fact, they often seek
to replace every acre destroyed with 2 new
to extinction,” says one critic, biologist Jay
out clear patches of ground that have been
acres of suitable habitat. The fund will also
Lininger of the Center for Biological Divergrazed or trampled for their leks—which are
be used to compensate landowners who set
sity in Ashland, Oregon.
a bit like “a rowdy college bar,” Gregory says.
aside habitat. USFWS also set an interim
Once, wildfire and grazing bison helped cregoal of restoring prairie chicken populations
WHEN NEWS of the escalating controate those prairie dance floors. And even afto an annual average of 67,000 birds over
versy reached ecologist Gregory—who has
ter settlers destroyed the bison herds and
the next 10 years. And it gives the Western
been studying prairie chickens for nearly
quenched the fires, the chickens did well at
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
a decade and wears polo shirts decorated
first. As the bison vanished, the grass grew
(WAFWA), a coalition of state agencies, the
with their image—he thought, “This will
taller, providing more hiding places. And
job of monitoring progress. Overall, the idea
fund my work for the next couple of years,”
farmers planted grains that supplied a new
is to let “states remain in the driver’s seat for
he recently recalled, laughing. The three
food source, helping populations explode
managing the species,” Ashe said.
dozen or so studies now underway are
from the 1870s through the 1920s. “But as
Not everyone buys the win-win rhetolikely to figure heavily in decisions about
with many things,” Rodgers says, “a little is
ric. Some members of Congress are trying
how to keep the species alive, and they will
good. A lot is not.”
to block the plan, and at least a dozen inundoubtedly provide ammunition for all
Beginning in the 1950s, modern centerdustry groups, four states, and three ensides in the legal battle.
pivot irrigation farming became a major
vironmental groups are challenging it in
It’s an unusually far-reaching research
threat, carving crop circles into some of
federal court. Not surprisingly, industry
effort, says KSU biologist David Haukos,
the lesser’s favored vegetation: sand sagegroups and states generally argue it goes
leader of the U.S. Geological Survey’s Kanbrush and shrublike sand shinnery oak.
too far; environmentalists say it doesn’t
sas Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research
Oil and natural gas wells further fragUnit, who is coordinating the studies.
mented the bird’s range, as have roads,
“These birds use very large areas,” he
power lines, wind farms, and housing
notes, “and in order to get meaningful
Four ecosystems, four fortunes
developments.
information, it takes a large investment
The lesser prairie chicken is experiencing
It took a climate shift, however, to
of people, equipment, and money.” The
different population trends in each of its four main
push the lesser prairie chicken to the
questions are big, too. Exactly how much
habitats; 60% of the birds live in the grasslands
brink of disaster. In 2012 and 2013, a
habitat does the lesser prairie chicken
of northwest Kansas.
punishing drought hit the heart of its
need, not only to survive, but to thrive?
territory. Biologists estimate the popuWhy does the bird seem to avoid some
Colorado
lation plummeted by half, to about
perfectly suitable grasslands? How tolKansas
18,000 birds, before rebounding by
erant is it of the churn of new oil pumps,
about 20% in 2014.
wind turbines, and roads?
The crash was a major reason the U.S.
To answer these questions, researchFish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) deers have to follow and observe a species
cided in March 2014 to formally list the
that is skilled at hiding. Robinson and
bird as threatened. “The lesser prairie
other KSU researchers use stealth. Durchicken is in dire straits,” said USFWS
ing their predawn stakeouts, they quiNew
Director Daniel Ashe at the time. Some
etly encircle leks with a zigzag trap of
Oklahoma
Mexico
environmentalists, however, were dischicken wire. Females arriving to scrutiappointed. They had pushed the agency
nize the males find themselves funneled
to designate the bird as “endangered,” a
into welded wire cages. The approach
Texas
status that gives federal officials greater
is “passive,” but “really successful,
regulatory power to crack down on
strangely enough,” Robinson says. The
Estimated range (2014)
threats. But Ashe and others argued
researchers then attach leg bands and
Estimated historic range
that the “threatened” tag gave the fedradio or GPS tags to the hens. When
eral government flexibility to try out
their chicks hatch in early summer, the
Mixed grass prairie
new, potentially less confrontational
researchers try to catch and tag them,
Sand sagebrush prairie
conservation approaches. In particular,
too. (Once, a hen jumped into Plumb’s
Shinnery oak prairie
they called for forging closer collaboralap to peer at his head lamp as he sewed
Shortgrass
tions with western state governments,
a transmitter onto its chick in the dark.
which are often uneasy with federal ac“I don’t think she knew what we were,
Population trends
tion, and with the private landowners
and she just saw this big light,” he re20,000
who control an estimated 95% of the
calls. “I had to push her off because I
prairie chicken’s habitat.
had a needle in my hand.”)
15,000
Under the plan, for example, the
The tracking data from these deagency said it would not prosecute landvices “is going to revolutionize our
10,000
owners or businesses that unintentionunderstanding of the species,” Plumb
ally kill, harm, or disturb the bird, as
says. For example, lessers were once
5000
long as they had signed a range-wide
thought to be homebodies. “Due to
management plan to restore prairie
their heavy wing loading, they are rela0
2012
2013
2014
chicken habitat. Negotiated by USFWS
tively poor fliers,” USFWS noted in its
1302
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Females are drab compared with colorful males (rear), but researchers focus on hens to locate nests and study survival.

listing notice. But the preliminary GPS
shrubby enclaves that the lessers prefer.
SCIENTISTS ARE ALSO TRYING to underdata has shown that some females travel
To better understand what the birds like,
stand how lessers cope with development
as far as 80 kilometers. That suggests the
researchers have been painstakingly surand environmental change. They already
birds may be able to move between widely
veying vegetation in different habitats, one
know that the birds have an aversion to
separated swaths of habitat in fragmented
transect at a time, looking for even subtle diftall structures such as wind turbines, translandscapes. Robinson says she’s hoping to
ferences. They are also experimenting with
mission lines and poles, and drilling rigs,
use such data to create practical models
less labor-intensive data collection methods,
probably because some of these structures
of exactly which landscape patterns might
including flying drones carrying sensors and
provide potential perches for hawks and
enable prairie chickens to thrive. “None of
cameras that map the vegetation patterns.
other predators. That may also help explain
my landscapes will be ‘turn it all back to
If the method works, the drones could also
why prairie chicken numbers have declined
grasslands,’ because that’s not realistic,”
play an important role by helping confirm
in south-central Kansas and western Oklashe says. “I’m trying to work with what we
that landowners are following agreements
homa, where invasive eastern red cedar
have—how the fragmentation they’re expeto set aside large chunks of quality habitat.
trees have spread into the previously flat
riencing affects their survival and
landscape. But energy installations
how much they are moving.”
and other facilities are often not only
A related challenge is undertall, but also noisy. That could matChickens avoid crossing the road
standing which habitats the birds
ter to a bird that relies on sound in
Radio tagging data collected over 7 years in northwest
consider acceptable. In one sense,
its mating dance and has a scientific
Oklahoma show how lesser prairie chickens avoid both
it’s simple, Rodgers says: “I tell peoname—Tympanuchus pallidicinctus
roads and power transmission lines.
ple shin-high to thigh-high [grass
—that derives from the Latin word
or shrubs]. … You don’t have to get
for drum. “When their feet are goLek
complicated and say ‘X’ centimeing,” Plumb says, “the sound is so
Bird movement
ters.” But the birds haven’t done
deep that you can feel it in your
Bird locations
well recently in some seemingly
chest.”
Major road
perfect places, such as the protected
Lipp has been recording and
Power lines
43,700-hectare Cimarron National
measuring sound at leks, oil pumpGrassland in southern Kansas. In
ing stations, and wind farms in
contrast, they are thriving on a relaKansas to see if there is a correlatively small 3600-hectare working
tion between noise and the bird’s
ranch in western Kansas, near Scott
landscape use, nest placement, reCity. Past use of weed-killing chemiproductive success, and ultimate
!.!.
cals and the lingering effects of the
survival. Ironically, energy industry
!.
drought may be playing a role, the
efforts to muffle drilling noise by
researchers say, but they also susswitching from diesel pumps to quipect that ranching helps create the
eter electric ones may actually have
mosaic of open areas and grassy,
worsened the disturbance. The new
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pumps, it turns out, emit low-frequency
to a crisp. … The chicks just desiccated,”
sound that may be in the same range as that
Plumb recalls. “If we’re going to have more
used by the birds.
of those bad years, as conservationists
Lipp and Gregory are also exploring
we’re really going to have to take this into
whether energy development creates a heat
account and try to figure out how to offset
island effect that may be harmful.
it,” perhaps by planting vegetaThe concrete, metal, and roads ONLINE
tion that provides better shade.
common at well pads tend to abThere’s also some worry that
of prairie
sorb and hold heat, helping boost Video
climate
change could be one reachickens: http://
nearby temperatures, and studies scim.ag/prairiechick son lessers have moved north of
have shown that the birds won’t
the Arkansas River in Kansas
nest when ground temperatures rise above
within the past decade—enabling them to
40°C. So the researchers are using small
interbreed with a close northern cousin,
candy bar–sized sensors to map thermal
the greater prairie chicken (Tympanuchus
landscapes and see if the birds are avoiding
cupido). The interbreeding could threaten
hot zones.
both species. USFWS estimates that hySuch thermal studies are a reminder
brids now account for less than 2% of the
that climate change—and the hotter, drier
population of lessers, or about 350 birds,
weather it is expected to bring to many
but warns that hybridization could become
parts of the bird’s range—will also play a
a “significant threat.” For the moment, rerole in the lesser prairie chicken’s future.
searchers are trying to determine whether
The disastrous 2012 to 2013 drought ofthe hybrids—which can be identified by
fered a stark example of what can happen,
their unusual calls and air sac colors—can
say researchers who lived through it. “All
reproduce and, if they can, whether their
my broods pretty much tanked and fried
offspring are less fit.

PERHAPS THE BIGGEST QUESTION shad-

owing the prairie chicken’s future is how
our own species will respond. The entire
federal plan for studying and saving the
bird is, in a sense, a giant experiment
aimed at understanding how to create
incentives for private landowners to help
conserve the species.
One of those landowners is Stacy Hoeme,
owner of the working ranch near Scott City
where the birds have been doing unusually
well. In his home office, Hoeme has about
20 trophy deer heads and a digital frame
that displays photos of his hunting expeditions. But there are also images of scientists holding handfuls of prairie chicken
fledglings born on his ranch, which has at
least six leks.
“I love wildlife,” Hoeme says, explaining
why, a few years ago, he agreed to let the scientists tromp around on his ranch and track
the birds. He isn’t happy with the USFWS
listing, but he was glad that the bird was not
declared “endangered.” And he hopes the
research will ultimately lead to the prairie

Sage grouse war tests limits of partnership in West

W
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The sage grouse’s remaining population is
spread over 67 million hectares in
11 western states, pitting it against
farming, ranching, mining, and energy
interests. Some members of Congress are
trying to block any listing, because of the
potential cost to industry and private land
owners. They have even vowed to stop
ongoing government efforts to protect
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grouse on federal lands, which hold about
65% of its key remaining habitat.
hen Jack Connelly first began
“I don’t think it’s an overstatement to
studying the greater sage grouse
say that this issue is the mother of all
in Idaho in the late 1970s, “it was
[endangered species] decisions,” says fornot unusual to see 500 in a single
estry scientist Eric Washburn, of the law
flock,” says the biologist, who is
and lobbying firm Bracewell & Giuliani
retired from the Idaho Department of Fish
in Washington, D.C. He is advising the
and Game. “Today, it would be unusual to
Environmental Defense Fund and other
see 200.”
conservation groups.
That dramatic decline has
The greater sage grouse
made the sage grouse—a large,
(Centrocercus urophasianus)
pointy-tailed bird with showy
is the largest North American
mating habits—the subject of
grouse and gives the illusion of
one of the biggest endangeredbeing the proudest. On mating
species battles ever in the
grounds, males flaunt ermineUnited States. President Barack
like neck wraps while inflating
Obama’s administration is
bright yellow air sacs on their
under court order to decide by
breasts. As many as 16 million
30 September how to protect
grouse once ranged the westthe bird: declare it an endanern steppe, according to some
gered species—the nuclear
estimates; today, the population
option in conservation—or opt
is believed to have dropped to
for the less onerous conservafewer than 500,000. The decline
tion strategies that officials are
“all boils down to habitat loss,”
testing on its fellow rangeland
says Connelly, considered a
bird, the lesser prairie chicken
leading expert on the bird. Sage
(see main story, p. 1300).
grouse are entirely dependent
An endangered listing could
on sagebrush, a low, woody
have widespread economic and
The greater sage grouse, with habitat spread over 11 states, has touched off
shrub, to survive. But sagebrush
environmental consequences.
perhaps the biggest U.S. endangered-species battle ever.
ecosystems are among the
By Marianne Lavelle
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chicken’s recovery and removal
from the threatened list. “I say
have it all out there—the truth
about it,” he says. “I think [the research] will benefit the bird, but I
think it will benefit the ranchers,
too. It might take 5 years or so, but
I’m hoping it will help delist them.”
Plumb, the KSU ecologist, has
spent hours drinking coffee and
chatting with Hoeme and other
ranchers since 2013, when he began intensively studying leks on
private land. The heart-to-heart
talks became a turning point in Researchers track lesser prairie chicken nestlings to better
his own thinking, he says. “The understand factors that aid survival. Some say the striped young
way you are going to preserve the look like bumblebees when they first take wing.
species is collaborative efforts. It
has to balance the landowner’s interest
habitat in Kansas. But in a sign of the growwith the interest of the prairie chicken.
ing sensitivity surrounding the bird, landYou can’t just strip all the landowner’s inowners controlling about one-quarter of
terest away.”
that land pulled out after USFWS issued its
Ultimately, Plumb developed collabolisting last year. “Landowners feel they’re
rations with 35 landowners who gave rebeing targeted,” Plumb says, in part, he
searchers access to some 20,000 hectares of
believes, because of the sometimes heated

continent’s most imperiled, eroded by
drought, fire, and invasive species—and
by development.
To blunt the threat, U.S. agencies have
been trying to craft what U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) Director Daniel
Ashe has called an “epic-scale partnership” with state governments, industry
groups, and private landowners. A major
goal is to avoid a federal listing, which
many observers fear will spur expensive,
lengthy court battles and strengthen
efforts in Congress to gut the 42-year-old
Endangered Species Act.
Last month, the federal Bureau of Land
Management, which controls most of the
grouse’s prime habitat, took a major step
toward implementing that partnership. It
released a plan for avoiding further loss
of grouse habitat on 20 million hectares
of federal land by minimizing the footprint of energy developments, creating
buffers around mating grounds (known
as leks), and taking steps to improve and
restore habitat.
“This is the single largest public land
planning effort in United States history,”
says Theo Stein, spokesman for USFWS’s
mountain prairie regional office in
Lakewood, Colorado. Similar plans are
in the works in states such as Wyoming,
home to the largest population of birds
as well as expanding oil and gas operations. The goal, as with the lesser prairie

chicken, is to demonstrate that a federal
listing isn’t needed and that grouse and
development can coexist.
Some environmental groups are open
to the approach. Washburn’s clients, for
example, would like to see “good conservation plans that would avoid a listing,”
he says. But others doubt that a win-win
is possible. They note that the birds
appear to be extremely sensitive to industrial activities, often abandoning areas
with new wells or wind turbines. A recent
study commissioned by Pew Charitable
Trusts found that grouse living in oil and
gas fields near Wyoming’s Powder River
Basin and North and South Dakota may
already be dropping into an “extinction vortex.” In some areas, populations
dropped 70% between 2007 and 2013.
Listing advocates also point out
that restoring sage habitat, or creating
new habitat, has proved difficult. So
“you can’t say we’re going to go build
150 wind towers here, but we’ll build
a sage grouse habitat to replace it over
there,” Connelly says.
Whatever the Obama administration
decides later this year, the issue may end
up in court, with any final decision made
by a federal judge. Meanwhile, the clock
will keep ticking for the sage grouse.
Given the rapid habitat loss and population decline, Washburn says, “there’s not
that much room for error at this point.” ■
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rhetoric spouted by interest groups on all
sides. But, from his perspective, “that’s not
accurate at all.”
Despite such turbulence, the current collaborative efforts have a better chance of
success than “bringing a strong regulatory
arm down,” believes William Van Pelt, an
official in WAFWA, the state coalition, who
is based in Phoenix. One key, he says, will
be effectively using the tens of millions of
dollars for research and conservation incentives that WAFWA expects to collect
from energy and other firms operating in
prairie chicken habitat. Already, the group
has collected $45.9 million in fees and
mitigation payments—money that Van Pelt
says would not be available if the bird had
been declared endangered. “We feel this is
a better way of getting conservation,” he
says. And he’s impatient with those who
criticize the approach as untested: “Just
because something’s new doesn’t mean it
won’t work.”
WAFWA has a team of scientists that will
evaluate the new studies and then recommend any changes in habitat management
to the five relevant states. In particular,
the team will be watching for “new information [that] tells us to do something different,” Van Pelt says. “We want to ensure
we just don’t keep doing the same thing
over and over.”
LESSERS HAVE COME BACK from

the
brink before, most notably after the Dust
Bowl of the 1930s, when populations also
crashed. They “live in a very hostile environment” and are prone to boom and bust
cycles, Haukos says. “It’s just the last 15 or
20 years or so, they don’t seem to be exhibiting that boom.”
This year, though, the drought has eased
in many places, and “every indication right
now is that the population is going to go up
again,” Van Pelt says.
When Lipp and Robinson made their trip
this past April to the lek in northwest Kansas, however, the males danced in vain. No
females appeared. But Lipp and Robinson
aren’t taking that as a bad sign. Just a few
weeks before, hens had crowded the dance
floor and filled the traps. Now the researchers are tracking the tagged birds as they
navigate a perilous, disputed landscape.
Many who study the lesser prairie
chicken hope such research will help define a middle ground where the birds and
people can both thrive. “Watch them for
a morning,” Gregory says. “Then tell me
whether or not they should just disappear
from the landscape.” ■
Marianne Lavelle is a freelance journalist
in Arlington, Virginia.
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